CONTACT US

Our Company

Hereford Contract Canning is a
manufacturer and packer of alcoholic
and non alcoholic beverages.
Our founders have many decades of
combined experience in the drinks
industry, having created and managed
dozens of brands as marketeers and
brand owners, helped develop own
label or tertiary brands and assisted in
product development as manufacturers
and producers.
HCC is run by an experienced and
skilled team with an ethos of putting the
customer’s aspirations at the heart of
everything we do and a commitment to
delivering on our promises.

HCC, which also has a respected
heritage of producing fine quality
ciders and soft drinks, in partnership
with sister company Herefordshire
Cider Company (HCC) Ltd, is one of
only two dedicated contract canning
facilities in the UK and was set up to
answer the growing demand from
brand owners and major retailers for
up-to-the-minute, efficient, responsive,
flexible beverage canning.

Vision and Values

Positive, innovative, committed
to excellence, we like to say
“Yes! We can!”
We aim for strong and lasting
customer relationships.
We listen. We meet your
aspirations and deliver on our
promises.

Meet the Team
Richard Leach

Jonathan Pitt

Christian Jones

Rod Phillips

Dave Turner

Over 25 years experience in
the Food and Drinks Industry
within the area of Production,
Quality and Continuous
Improvement. Lean Sigma
Green Belt, MBA Diploma,
BSc Hons. Companies
worked for include Glaxo
SmithKline, Faccenda Group
and Heineken.

Over 15 years experience
in the Drinks Industry within
the area of Engineering
and Production. Companies
worked for include Heineken,
Special Metals.

Over 20 years experience in
the Food and Drinks Industry
in the area of Logistics and
Supply Chain. Companies
worked for include Muller
Dairies, Bulmers, Scottish &
Newcastle and Heineken.

Over 30 years experience in
the Food and Drinks Industry
within the area of Technical
and Quality Assurance.
Companies worked for include
H.P. Bulmer, Robertsons
Preserves and Heineken.

Over 35 years experience
in the Food and Drinks
Industry within the area of
Manufacturing and Packaging,
Technical and Quality and
Continuous Improvement.
Companies worked for include
Heineken, Knights Cider,
Westons and H.P. Bulmer.

Site Director

Engineering Manager

Supply Chain Manager

Quality Manager

Manufacturing Manager

Dedicated to High Standards
We are proud to have consistently gained the
highest level of accreditation and retail audit
scores since our opening in 2012. We are also
accredited to pack Halal and Organic approved
products.
Beverages can be received from tanker, in IBC,
or blended to specification from constituent
ingredients on site. In all cases quality assurance
checks are undertaken. Before unloading, trained
HCC staff take a sample and complete analysis
to make sure the liquid has not changed or
been tampered with. Analysis is then completed
by trained staff at all stages in the drink’s
manufacture.

HCC provides great quality Welsh water from the
Elan Valley Dams.
Because we want to ensure consistency of water
quality throughout the year, we have invested in
Ultra Filtration, Reverse Osmosis and de-aeration
equipment and choose the right process for the
right product.
HCC can provide chilling, produce both
carbonated and still drinks and pasteurisation in
the can.
An automated Clean in Place (CIP) system
ensures the entire processing equipment is clean
and contamination free.

Successful Formula
When it comes to formulation, we can take your base products
and finish them to specification. Alternatively, using our long
experience of the drinks industry, we can work with you and
our recommended and well-renowned flavour houses to help
develop distinctive and appealing products to meet a particular
customer brief.

Handling Flexibility
Our canning line has 2 state of the art DIMAC
packers capable of packing 4 pack, 6 pack, 8
pack, 10 pack, 12 pack and 24 pack in printed
shrink or plain shrink, with or without a tray.

Ultimate Flexibility
Our system is capable of handling
all types of liquid beverages,
including energy drinks, soft drinks,
beer, cider and RTD’s and offers
the ultimate flexibility in number of
cans in a case from 12 to 24 cans.
We can do multipacks 4/6/8/10 &
12 and can sizes 25cl, 33cl Sleek

and Standard, 33cl, 44cl, 50cl.
From circa February 2018, we
will be able to run 15cl cans.

High Quality Printing to provide
shelf stand out and a luxury
look can be offered on any can
size.

Trusted by Retailers
HCC’s customer base includes
numerous major retailers and wellknown brand owners.

Our newest initiative is packaging
ale for craft brewers.

Distinct Advantages

Unusually in the UK, HCC can now offer
the elegant 33cl “continental style” sleek
can.
It is also the only company in the UK to
currently offer the reassuringly hygienic
removable foil cap for consumers who
want to drink straight from the can. HCC
can also add a convenient resealable
top to keep the drink safely contained
and fully fizzed to be enjoyed later.

Committed to Growth
HCC continue to grow by fostering a forward looking,
customer-focused ethos and by investing in the best
people, faciities and technologies.

A major new investment is planned in the form of a high
speed line capable of handling even more high volume
contracts.This investment is testament to the success
of HCC, which has rapidly established its reputation for
excellent service, and provides further evidence of our
commitment to continued growth and development.
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